EL1204HH

High head submersible heavy duty pump

Have you ever tried to look at things from a
different perspective?

Innovation is just a
step ahead from you
Two years of research and
development to stay at the top
in slurry pump manufacturing.

Going beyond the standard!
standard
EL1204HH is a new revolutionary
pump. It introduces the concept that
also submersible agitator slurry pumps
can have high head.
With high head we mean up to 75m
(246’). This value makes the EL1204HH
EL1
the submersible heavy duty pump with
the highest head in the world.
Heavy slurry is not a nice word! It
means specific gravity up to 1,4 tons
per cubic meter and solid
concentration up to 70%
0% by weight.
EL1204HH is heavy duty also in the
design. A pump with solid handling up
to 35mm (1,37”), electric motor in
class H and all wear parts in high
chrome.
Strong reliable seal system. Double
mechanical seals protected by a front
deflector and equipped with Dragflow
compensation system.

The best mines deserve the
best products.

Performance
Capacity:
100 mm (4”) discharge:
90 m3/h at 75m
(400 gpm @ 246 ft)
150 mm (6”) discharge
200 m3/h at 62m
(800 gpm at 203 ft)
Slurry specific gravity 1,4
Solid handling 35mm (1,37”)
Power 120HP (90kW)
Motor insulation: CLASS H
RPM 1450 @ 50Hz
1750 @ 60Hz
Wear Parts: High Chrome
Seals: Double mechanical seal

People

Dragflow Pumps are Working with

We believe in good relations with our customers,
suppliers and colleagues. We enjoy what we do.
We thrive on the challenges, people, and projects
we work with every day.
We believe that people can make the difference.

AcelorMittal
AngloGlold Ashanti
Antamina
Antofagasta Mineral
Atacama Mineral
Buenaventura
Cerro Vanguardia
Cerro Verde
Chirano
Freemont
Goldfield
Golden Star Wassa
Minera Yanacocha
McConnell Dowell
Newmont
Peñoles
Rio Tinto
Saipem
Shell – Albian Sand
Suncore
Thiess
Vale

Technology and R&D
As a recognized leader in the production and
marketing of submersible dredge pumps, Dragflow
has gained over the years remarkable international
experience and first rate reputation in the
production of dredges, for marine and energy
sectors as well as in mining for minerals and other
materials.
Thanks to the experience in leading technology
project, Dragflow continuously enhances its ability
to deliver high-quality products.

About Dragflow

Quality and Service

Dragflow S.r.l. was born at the end of the
1980’s as a manufacturer of heavy duty
submersible agitator pumps specifically
designed for handling slurries with a high
content of abrasive solids.
Thanks to the passion and brilliance of its
team of technicians and engineers,
Dragflow S.r.l. has proven to be not just a
simple alternative for handling solids
with conventional products and systems,
but provides solutions for those clients
operating in specialized sectors who
must face extreme conditions and solve
very difficult applications. Many
successful cases and customer
satisfaction have encouraged us to
continue with the research and further
development of our products.

Dragflow products are made with an
exceptional structural quality to
achieve low maintenance and service
costs and long life of components and
wear parts.
Dragflow invested in ISO9001 Quality
Certification and in its information
systems, because it believes in the
importance of business process
management, not only for improving
efficiency but also to provide excellent
service to Customers.
With its distribution network around
the world, Dragflow is able to
give consultancy, service and
assistance worldwide

For more information contact:

DRAGFLOW H.Q.
Verona - Italy
web site: www.dragflow.it
tel: +39 045 6304521
e-mail: info@dragflow.it
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